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Abstract

The notion of heat is thoroughly analyzed and its historical links are search particularly
with relation to both the Greek philosophy (Milesians, Pythagoreans, atomists, etc.) and the
in the present day thermal physics. Fluctuation, spontaneity and chaos is discussed.
Thermodynamics is reviewed in the relation to both the traditional development and the
modern description of disequilibria (open systems). Effect of dissipation is shown often to
provide new, self-organized structures. Exploitation of fire and its conscious use as a manu-
facturing power are analyzed in terms of generalized engines to act in the sense of as the
information transducers. The part 2 reveals the impact of mathematics as explained on some
simple cases showing development of basic ideas (vibration, topology, bifurcations, etc.).
Earth thermal environment is discussed in relation to the existence of life (antropy principles).
Alternative theory of reaction-diffusion model of the space-time is put in contrast with big
bang hypothesis and related to the herewith-discussed specialty of self-catalyzed chemical
reactions. The text gives a consistent view to various historical and modern concepts that
emerged during the gradual understanding of order and disorder.

Keywords:Philosophy, energy, entropy, non-equilibrium, dissipation, self-organization,
fire as industrial and analytical tool, exploitation of fire, history, impact
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1. Introduction - miracle of life and thermal environment

When Lavoasier demonstrated that respiration is a special form of
oxidation and thus confirmed the relevance of thermal chemical processes
[33] to the functioning of a living organism it was clear that a certain relation
between living and non-living system should exist but would be strongly
affected by dispositions of heat. It was found curious that our terrestrial
atmosphere contains gases like oxygen and methane, which are very likely to
react with each other but coexist and form a mixture staying alive far from
chemical equilibrium thus well representing a non-equilibrium open system
characterized by a constant flow of energy and matter. The proportion of free
oxygen eventually stabilized at 21%, a value amply determined by its range of
flammability. If dropped to below 15% organisms could not breath and
burning would become difficult while exceeding 25% the burning may
become spontaneous and fires could rage around the planet. Oxygen, in fact,
was a toxic by-product in the originally massive blue-green bacteria photo-
synthesis (while splitting water molecules into their components) and its
increased atmosphere „pollution“ resulted in these bacteria self-elimination
(as a signified global catastrophe). Astrophysics teaches that the heat of Sun
has increased by about 25% since life began on the Earth and that, in spite of
this increase; the Earth′s surface temperature has remained more or less
constant, at least at a level comfortable for life to exist during those four
billion years. Moreover the heat (radiated and received from the Sun) is
befittingly distributed along the planet surface and even the heat transfer. On
the micro scale it has enabled the formation of non-equilibrium shapes of
snow flakes instead the solid ice that would easy cover the planet surface
resulting in more complete reflection of radiation making thus the Earth insuf-
ferable. The content of carbon dioxide in atmosphere was likely to buffer the
temperature changes since it is one of main greenhouse gases. Plant and
animals recycle massive amounts of CO2 (as well as O2) in the process of pho-
tosynthesis, respiration and decay but these processes are balanced. The
excess of CO2 is removed from the atmosphere and recycled by vast feedback
loops, which involves rock weathering, i.e., granite combination with
rainwater to form various chemicals (carbonates). There, however, plays
important (catalytic) role soil bacteria as to likely moderate (increase) the rate
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of weathering. As the Sun gets hotter, bacterial action in the soil is stimulated
to increase the rock weathering and so it pumps more CO2 out of the
atmosphere and thus help cooling the planet by making outlet of infrared
radiation easier. It suggests a theory that life could create the conditions for its
own survival considering thus the troposphere as an open circulatory system,
produced and sustained by life.

This hypothesis of the Earth as a self-regulating system was for the first
time presented by Lovelock (1970s) and is known as Gaia hypothesis [34] in
honor of the Greek goddess of the Earth. Its criticism harks back to the old
debate between vitalists and mechanists, the latter explaining all biological
phenomena in terms of the natural laws. On the other hand the vitalists
postulate the existence of a non-physical entity, a causal agent directing pur-
posefully the life process, that is close to theology (from the Greek ótelosô -
purpose). It was scientifically responded by an ingenious mathematical model
called óDaisy worldô representing a vast simplification of Gaian system where
the temperature regulation should be en emergent property of the system that
arises automatically without any purposeful action. Two kind of growing
species are hypothetically assumed - black and white „daisies“ capable of
growing under a certain temperature range only. As the model planet warms
up, at a certain moment the equator becomes warm enough for daisy life, their
black kind appearing the first being capable to adsorb heat better. With further
worming the equator become too hot for the black daisies to survive so that
they begin to colonize the subtropical zones and latter even the pole areas. At
the same time the white daisies start to appear in hotter zone because they can
reflect the heat and cool themselves. If the sun gets even hotter the white
daisies can replace the black daisies to help cooling planet and vice versa if
the Sun gets cooler the black daisies can replace the whites to worm the planet
by improved heat absorption. Computer result was striking to show that the
planetary temperature is kept constant throughout the four above-mentioned
phases. In a more sophisticated version there were introduced varying
pigments and shapes in the model enabling additionally, e.g., rabbits eat the
daisies and foxes eat the rabbits, and so on. The model originally small
temperature fluctuations were thus flattened out and the self-regulation
become even more stable as the model′s complexity increases. It nicely
exemplifies the complex game that plays with heat utilization and handling.
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People gradually began to suspect that there was a logical order in the
universe and that humanity had the capacity to discover it [14]. Milesians, the
birthplace of first cosmopolitan „philosophical“ ideas that made possible to
establish a leisure called óscholeô (where people could enjoy learning in their
free time) brought the approach in which a single element that contained its
own principle of action or change lay at the foundation of all physical reality.
Its founder Thales (about 6th century BC), was the first who tried to explain
all things by reduction to one simple principle, one óarcheô . Such a single
viewpoint is generally called ómonismô and generalized approach óhylozoismô.
Today’s nearly all science tries to reduce the complex world to as few
principles as possible and the idea of reduction to a single principle is still
alive. The physicist′s search for the unified theories (or for theories of
everything - TOE, often called ófinal theoryô) can serve as an illustration. On
the other hand the Eastern sages have emphasized that the nature of our world
cannot be reduced to a number of simple principles and any reduction
inevitably include misinterpretation. They are aware of the complex intercon-
nections of all aspects of nature and even of the connection of these aspects
with our minds This new paradigm is called a holistic worldview, or holism,
seeing the world as an integrated whole rather than a dissociated collection of
parts and it may also be called as an ecological view, if the term ecological
(from Greek óoikosô - household) is used in a much broader sense, e.g., to see
an engine not only as a functional whole of the composed parts but also to
percept how the engine is embedded in its natural and social environment
including its manufacturing (raw materials) or functioning (waste
management).

The universe has been steadily yielding its secrets and powers to human
skill and intellect. Let us see the most familiar geocentric óptolemaicô system
that was based on the empirical idea of and extra logical character that the
celestial bodies - the Sun, the Moon and the other planets, revolved around the
Earth along ″heavenly″ circular orbits, which were considered obligatory
since a ring was thought to be an ideal, celestial curve (attuning to divine
harmony by Pythagoreans). The extensive calculations needed to compare
this idea with the actual astronomical data showed certain inadequacy and
Ptolemy (about 1st century) was to use another equally extra logical idea, that
of epicycles which was nevertheless unsatisfactory, too. Ptolemy invented new
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and new details thereby increasing its complexity by epicycles of higher order
whose center revolved itself along another circle whose center revolved again
violating thus the basic concept of harmony. Despite the early heliocentric
idea of some previous Greek philosophers, in particular Aristarchos (3rd
century BC) who also came to precocious opinion that the Moon is three times
smaller than the Earth and the Sun is seven times bigger assuming in the same
time the phenomenon of the parallax of fixed stars, the Ptolemaic system was
considered evident during the subsequent 18 centuries. Finally Copernicus
appeared who spend the greater part of his life to computational attesting in
his time „novel“ heliocentric idea. He came to a satisfactory agreement with
astronomical data but the final result was not perfect because the centers of
some orbits were somehow displaced and the system again violated the
harmony rules of Nature. Also geometrical speculation inspired by idea of
Plato′s regular bodies lasted till the Renaissance even Kepler in his work
″Cosmographical Mysteriumñ described the trajectories of the five known
planets by means of spheres written into and drawn onto these regular bodies
with the outermost sphere of Saturn and with Mercury and the Sun at the
center. Latter Kepler reconsidered the problem still devoted to the idea of
world harmony until he had to violate his own believe introducing thus elliptic
instead, of previously obligatory circular, motion. If, however, Ptolemay,
Copernicus or Kepler would have had a chance to use a computer the whole
computationally tedious refining process would appear to be one of interme-
diate steps with the computer in its dialog regime and all the historically
progressive discoveries would have been seen as a mere application of the
trial-and-error method.

2. Mathematical roots and impacts

Encouraged by the brilliant success of Newtonian mechanics in astronomy,
physicists extended it to the motion of fluids and to the vibration of strings and
bells. This mastery was conceivable by employing a new limit of infinitely
small differences (i.e., differential calculus invented by Newton and Leibniz).
From the seventies century on, the style of European mathematics, however,
had gradually shifted from the traditional viewing of visual shapes (geometry)
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to the mathematics of formulas (algebra, derived from Arabic ′al-jabr′ -
binding together; although Descartes already invented a method how to make
algebraic formulas and equations visible as geometrical shapes). For example
Laplace was one of the great formalizers who boasted that in his famous
Analytical Mechanics that contained no picture. Thanks to Poincare that trend
were reversed, breaking the stranglehold of analysis and formulas that had
become ever opaque, and turning once gains to visual patterns. It, however,
did not follow mere geometry of Euclid but brought a geometry of new kind
- mathematics of patterns and relationships known as topology (popularly
known as „rubber sheet geometry“). In fact, what Poincare pictured in his
mind is now called a strange attractor (much latter refined by Lorenz orUeda)
gazing thus the footprints of the modern theory of chaos. It was forgotten as a
few years after Poincareôs work on the three-body problem was published
(1920s), Planck discovered energy quanta and Einstein made known his
theory of relativity that was regarded as a major scientific breakthrough.
Based on the reference-frame dependence of space-time the laws of physics
became the most important invariants themselves. Because the laws of
mechanics are frame-invariant, it does not matter whether we are walking
across of a laboratory fixed on the rotating Earth or placed in the rocket
moving fast away from the Earth. It means that we are able to formulate the
laws of physics so that they take the same form in any reference frame, which
shows, in fact, that heliocentric and geocentric views are equally legitimate.
All primary qualities spoken about by Galileo are yet frame dependent but the
mathematical laws governing the physical phenomena are now in a form that
displays their invariance. As an example, the energy is frame dependent
because the observers in different frames will measure different values for the
same system, but the conservation of energy (mass) hold for all observers.
There is also an important psychological perspective that our awareness of
being the center of our own experience was merely a projection of our
persisting geocentric cosmology. In contrast the heliocentric view implies that
the perceived motion of the Sun, stars and planets across the sky is natural by
virtue of our Earth′s movement. This was the first major scientific revelation
of the unreliability of appearances and understanding how our projections
shape the world. When the each physical point of view became equally real
there is no privilege other than convenience. We may find a parallel in the
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Middle way Buddhism′s by the emptiness doctrine, which denies inherent
existence to all persons and our thinking - not just quantum system lack
independent existence.

Such a prolonged idea development helped, for sure, to continuously
improved understanding of our intimate Universe but was still far away from
entire comprehension of its wholeness particularly in relation to its very
beginning and consequent development. Without more encouraged ideas
(materialized into complicated mathematical models) and upon a wider
application of advanced computational means (enabling multiple alternative
solutions) we would not be able to go too far beyond our visual world. In
particular we can mention the solution of the sets of non-linear equations that
was in early time outside of the reach of ordinary mathematicians until
computer′s repetitive capacity to almost infinitely approximate got in the
beneficial appliance. Such a gradual development of any progressive ideas is
delicately dependent on certain introspection and capability to examine
secondary characteristics [35-40]. Therefore we achieved a capability to even
check up our far-reaching history by mathematical extrapolation brought to
bear models answerable for the Universe creation (Friedmann). If presumptu-
ous that after the Universe originating brake-point (initial explosion called
′Big Bang′) the mass had been slightly too much, the Universe would have
immediately contracted and on contrary, if too little, the Universe would have
expanded so rapidly that there would have been no condensation of matter and
no formation of stars and consequent life. Also the week electromagnetic and
strong nuclear forces needed to be very delicately balanced. If nuclear forces
were slightly too weak, the heavier nuclei would never formed and the
universe would have been composed of hydrogen resulting in a very simple
chemistry of a single element. On the other hand, if the nuclear forces were a
bit too strong we would have had very heavy nuclei and hydrogen would not
have exited at all. Successively remarkable H-bridges (Van der Walls bonds)
made possible formation of a simple but ′polymeric′ compound H2O (as a kind
of ′fluid glass′) thanks to the unique property of molecular orbitals and
quantum mechanics, water dimmers, etc. Water thus exhibits several
intriguing and almost ′superstitious′ properties compulsory for existence of
life (displaying some important anomalies, such as irregular density, large
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specific and later heats, solid ice lighter then liquid water and high solvating
capacity).

On the other hand we should not forget that model of such a sudden creation
has definite critiques because it postulates that the Universe was produced
from a singularity of ′nowhere′ claiming space and time as an distinctive inter-
mediate phenomenon of a limited extension and having expanding Universe
to behave somehow against rules of reactionary thermodynamics. Analyzing
the process of entire blowout it brings troubles with accounting on the
appropriate initial critical density, immediate production of the starting energy
of 1066 J and the initial space growth being 1048 faster than the speed of light.
All that is presumptuous of the absence of traditional laws within the first 10-

43 s (so called Planck time when temperature was 1032 K) of the Universe
growth. To avoid inherent infinitesimally Guth suggested inflation cosmolog-
ical model where temperature reached its maximum just at the Planck time
and is supposed to even decrease for the shorter time than 10-43 s. This limit
state was latter acclaimed upon the super-string behavior of space with curled-
up dimensions (i.e., for the associated Planck length equal one where the space
compactified radius shows duality with its reciprocation, r º 1/r). What is taken
for grant is the hypothesis that the very early Universe was undergoing severe
lost of its high symmetry thus passing two distinct phase transformations (well
known from thermodynamics) - the separation of strong interaction forces (at
1028 K) and then another separation of week nuclear and electromagnetic
forces (at 1015 K). On further cooling the Universe undergone the nuclear
synthesis but became penetrated by the homogeneous bath of primary photons
which gave both the necessary proof for the Big Bang theory but also puzzled
why this relict radiation is the same in all Universe when all its spots could
have never been in full thermal contact to share heat transfer (problem of
horizon). Getting ahead we still assume the Universe in the view of
Aristotelan crystal sphere with its boundary extending along our observatory
and computational means (and also theories). As the Universe expands gravity
is less and less effective at slowing down the expansion which, however,
opposes its recent speed measurements bringing in play the former Einstein
idea of antigravity force, now assumed as a general property of empty space
(′dark energy′).    
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3. Heat from sun but who made it?

Our Sun produces energy in a way that depends on a certain balance
between the squeezing force of gravity and the expanding generation of
energy by nuclear fusion in its interior. If the force of gravity would have been
somewhat larger, then stars would have cooked the nuclear fuel much more
rapidly and thus their lifetimes would have been unhappily short and for
weaker gravity the sun material would not have clumped so appropriately to
last. A large number of other details in the laws of physics and chemistry
fortunately turn out to be just right. Overall, the properties of our universe
need to be strikingly and delicately adjusted in order for life to exist that is
anything like what we know. A pertinent piece of information is that all life
on the Earth is related to an essentially same origin (e.g., left-handed
molecular symmetry). All such observations have been the basis for what is
often called the ′antropic′ principle (from the Greek ′anthropos′ - being the
man), i.e., for Hesoids (the 8th century BC) the Universe was a moral order
and Socrates (the 4th century BC) formulated statement ″whatever exists for
a useful purpose must be the work of some intelligenceñ. The laws of the
Universe are arranged precisely so that the humans can exists, the ′Big Mover′
created life and fit to it the laws of Universe - often regarded as the Carterôs
week anthropological principle (1970s) saying that life itself can determine
some properties of Universe. Or we can assume that the Universe was made
first and its conditions set up to be competent for life to exist (strong anthro-
pological principle, saying in addition, if life is ever created it would never
disappears). This believe found its clearest expression in the famous words of
the French mathematician Laplace (turn of the 19th century) citing ″an
intellect which at a given instant knew all the forces acting in nature, and the
position of all things of which the world consists - supposing that said intelli-
gence were vast enough to subject these data to analysis- would embrace in
the same formula the motions of the greatest bodies in the universe and those
of the slightest atoms; nothing would be uncertain for it, and the future, like
the past, would be present to its eyes″. The hypothetical intellect received the
name Laplace demon popular to ever-lasting discussions until now. Such a
sense of uniqueness, however, goes against the instinct of most scientists
because it seems so highly improbable so that the existence of even more
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universes is postulated each somewhat different or all others being extinct in
such an early competition. We certainly have to wait to find whether the
uniqueness of physical constants can be approved by natural way. There
comes a question how far and to where does our universe allow us to proceed?
We certainly will continue to increase our ability to do things as well as the
variety of things we can do and such a growth of knowledge can hardly be
stopped in natural way unless a catastrophe would come into view.

We should also remind that no a real system can be absolutely closed, i.e.,
isolated from the outside influence. Astronomical systems are mechanically
well isolated and thus we can relatively precisely compute the development of
such a cosmos. For example, the movement of the planets in our Solar system
can be determined for a period of several millions of years with accuracy to
about 13 decimal places. French mathematician Poincare showed, however,
that our mathematical potentiality as to calculate the movement of gravita-
tionally bounded bodies is strictly limited because of the solution problem of
many bodies, such a system cannot be evaluated properly enough by mere
analytical means (integration of relevant differential equations). It was a
factual collapse of reductionalism. However, the era of powerful computers
has made possible iterative solutions practically solving most of mechanical
problems in the field of astronomy (as well as could easily trace out the
complex trajectories that Poincare did not even attempted to draw).
Computers made also possible to draw natural features (cloud, tree, grass) that
Madelbrot [32] coined the term ófractalsô stressing that óthis non-integral
(fractal) geometry of nature deals with an aspect of nature that almost
everybody had been aware of but nobody was able to describe and visualize
in formal mathematical termsô. Idea of fractal dimension corresponds in a
unique fashion to the geometrical shape, which is not strictly integer -
Euclidean (see previous part 1).

Computers, however, are still not sufficient to properly evaluate everyday
atmospheric changes based on the highly non-linear meteorological systems
that are so sensitive to the initial conditions. Any of the primary negligible
variations of the impute parameters can dramatically enhanced and distort
results. Thus it becomes hardly computable in a greater scale than hours and
days although prediction or even control of weather has been a dream of many
generations. It is interplay of primary heat that induces contemporary changes
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in the temperature, pressure and the content of water vapor. Even the energy
included in an atmospheric process is very high in the human scale (the heat
involved in an average windstorm can easily exceed that concealed in the
explosion of a nuclear bomb). A refinement may be still possible for future
generation of scientists, as all written history has uniquely occurred in only
less than about 100 human lifetimes. Most of science has developed within the
last couple of hundred years and a large fraction of it is enjoyed during the
lifetime of those of us who are witnessing it, however, somehow out of
capacity to fully absorb such a fast growth of our knowledge that is tending to
be ″(un) desirably″ exponential. Our understanding of life intricacy and world
complexity should advance remarkably, but to what extent will humans
succeed in understanding it with any completeness of our minds and person-
alities is difficult to foreseen. Are there new phenomena imbedded in
complexity that we have not yet grasped as just we did not dream of quantum
mechanics [41,42] before we could examine subatomic particles, imagine
them as packet of waves (QM dualism) and consider and start searching for
yet hidden, deeper-buried sub-particles? In the progress of particle’s under-
standing we went from elements, to atoms, sub-atomic electrons and protons
down to sub-nuclear quarks distinguishing even particles reactions on bases of
strong and week interaction (hadrons from the Greek ′hadros′ - fat, thick and
leptons from the Greek ′leptos′ - tiny, thin). Nature does not show us any
isolated building blocks but rather emerge as a complex web of relations
between various parts of a unified whole. The father of QM Heisenberg said
″the world thus appears as a complicated tissue of events in which
connections of different kind alternate or overlap or combine and thereby
determine the texture of wholeñ. Similarly, in biology the basic elements were
first organisms or species (noting its well developed classification for plants
and animals), than cells, its macromolecular parts (enzymes, proteins) down
to molecular structure of DNA and its three-dimensionally written message.
According to Capra the key to a comprehensive theory of living systems lies
in the synthesis of the two different approaches, the study of substances or
structures (where we can measure or weight things) and the study of forms or
patterns (where we have to map configurations and relationships). In the other
worlds, we have to pass between quantities (structures) and qualities (patterns)
because systemic properties are properties of a pattern. Already Democritus
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tried to complete a unified account on the world and his best-known works
were ″The Great Order“ (macrocosms) and ″The Small World“ (microcosms)
the latter being his view on the human beings. He expanded the atomic theory
of Leucippus who also affirmed the existence of empty space (′kenon′),
maintaining the impossibility of dividing things ad infinitum arguing the
eternity of existence of elementary particles - atoms. All motions were the
result of above-mentioned active and passive affection (nowadays forces)
formulating thus the basis of the law of necessity by which all things in nature
are ruled. Also Melissus (5th century BC), an autocratic spokesman of Eleatic
school, substituted the concept of nothing or not-being by the speculation
about free space, a vacuum, or void (′kenon′) saying ″nor is anything empty;
far what is empty is nothing; so nothing will not be being of nothing is not
beingñ.

4. Modern world of science

Only in the recent decades the adjective ′elementary′ is no longer fitting
modern science as the elementary particles can be transmuted into other
elementary particles or can be created from energy and can vanish into energy.
The equality between mass and energy provided crisis of the very concept of
material substance, first real complication of our yet comfortable understand-
ing of the Universe. Einstein genially concluded the equivalency (undistin-
guishability) of forces due to gravity and acceleration that made consecutive-
ly possible to view the deep Universe-macrocosmos as a smooth but curved
space. It, however, was not compatible with the microcosms observed through
eyes of quantum mechanists particularly when going down to measures
comparable with the so called Planck unit length of 10-35 m (naturally derived
as a square root of the product of Planck and gravity constants divided by the
speed of light to the cube power). Thanks to the Heisenberg principle of
uncertainty, the Universe appears within such a super-ultra-microscopic
dimension full of extravagant, vehement and fiery fluctuations often known as
′boiling vacuum′ (Trayton). Incorporation of these both conceptions (of
general relativity and quantum mechanics) into one consistent approach was
seen impossible although it was a dream not only ofEinstein but also of many
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other distinct scientists. It was true until the 1980s when appeared a new
theory more suitable for our ′elegant′ Universe as based on an old
Pythagoreans idea of chord harmony tuned in rational ratios. This so called
super string theory (Green, Schwarts) [42] is mathematically based on the
structure of vibrating strings (of various shapes and under certain tension) that
factually represents non-material tiny fragments, little filament (of hidden
dimensions) infiltrating the Universe to cooperatively and harmoniously acts
as a symphony of cosmic breath (often dedicated to Ailos, the Greek goddess
of wind). The Universe is displayed in terms of somehow strange geometry of
compactified multi-dimensional space (called and visualized as Calabi-Yano
manifold). The known human physical laws are here interconnected by
principles of symmetry, i.e., four types of forces must naturally exists to
enable the nature to respect given calibration accord and the original question
why there are such forces is now reduced to why the nature does respect such
symmetry. It is also seen and understood that the 3-D symmetry is most
reliable and useful space when solving real wave problems (Schroedinger
equation) and, practically, 3-D is only capable to contain the functional knots
(e.g., in 2-D it is impossible to tie them and in 4-D they become loose lacking
their fastening functionality for binding). During the second super string
revolution in the middle of nineteen′s the string idea was further refined into
an even more promising mathematical ′ethics′ called (Witten) as M-theory
(i.e., Magic, Mystic, Mother, Matrix, etc.). It is accounting for the multi-
dimensionality of both the super-gravity and time-space, however, yet waiting
to be well enough explained as the ultimate and logic challenge of this
Millennium (i.e. as a true final theory). It would likely be seeking symmetry
super-partners to existing particles, circular, curled-up and other yet hidden
dimensions, mirror symmetry, strong-week duality and even time-space
disruptions (conifold, wormholes) and ensuing mutations of universes (multi-
cosmos possibly originating through black holes) and other not yet well
understood notions often known more from ′sci-fi′ literature. It is retaining,
however, fundamental view of eternal vibrations as the most well acquainted
aspect in describing heat.

The Universe pre-history should also be re-inspected (Gasperini,
Veneziano), i.e., looking for time when the primary Universe was cold and
extremely large and smooth and where fluctuations could create satisfactory
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amount of matter in the form of such string-wave pockets (pseudo-particles),
which due to their mutual attraction can create curvature of the originally flat
(space-time) universe. It does not oppose the law of mass and energy conser-
vation as the created mass is compensated by the attractive energy. Hawkins
and Hartley extended this approach trying to describe the constitution of time
and space from a primary Universe wave function (in fact from a kind of
absolute ′emptiness′) looking thus for an alternative to the singularity of Big
Bang. It again is close to the view of Greek atomist in which atoms were not
created. At the beginning of the world an infinite number of atoms of
countless shapes and sizes were constantly impinging upon one another in all
directions. There was infinite number of places where vortex motions were set
up causing the mutual impacts so that the larger atoms were created. The
smallest and most rounded atoms preserved their original motions being
associated with atoms composing the fundamental fire and soul. Leucippus
was saying, ″No thing comes about in vain but everything for a reason
(ólogosô) and by necessity (óanakeô)ñ. These words may be taken as a first rep-
resentation of the principle of causality. Heracleitos uttered that the principle
of the universe is flux or change of becoming which implies that everything is
and, at the same time, is not claiming that the existence of opposites depends
only on the difference of motion ″the way up and the way down are one and
the sameñ. Chinese physicists Cu-tôung proposed the sub-nuclear wave theory
of ether based on Konfuciouôs idea of transmutation - bipolar ether of mutually
transmuting states of ′Jin′ and ′Jang′. The concept of ether, however, was
strictly refused by relativistic physicists but the founder of wave theory,
Maxwell, assumed from the beginning that environment, which surrounds and
intermediate the electromagnetic waves, is ether the concept of which was in
accordance with the classical Newtonian understanding of absolute space (and
absolute motionless without inherent arrow of time while Leibnitz, on
contrary, understood space and time to merely depict relations between objects
and events). 
Poincare (1890s) stated the principle of recurrence (any isolated system

returns in an enough long time back to its original state) thus undermined the
notion of time, too. Latter on, Lorentz proposed transformations, the mixed
space and time axis retaining ether valued at the strange contraction of
physical bodies traveling through the space. It was very close to the famous
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Einstein theory of relativity, the existence of ether, however, was refused upon
the notable Micholson-Morley experiment with interferometry of two mono-
chromatic perpendicular light rays that proved the absolute speed of light.
Historical cosmology always assumed that ether is something celestial and
indestructible (′aither′ meaning glowing, flickering, possibly related to the
Aristotelian ′prote hyle′ - primeval matter). It gave birth to material universe
in such a way that a delicate impact (′bud′) in such a ′reactive solution′
provided dissipation structures ready to grow. This idea is very close to the
reaction-diffusion model of space-time by LaViolette [43]. It is different from
the so far accepted ′mechanical′ anticipation of waves resulting from the
primeval explosion that would never occur without reason-spontaneously and
where the waves transporter medium holds on constant entropy (conservation
of energy). On the other hand the diffusion waves can interact with carrier to
undergo metabolic changes, enables entropy to increase and, most important,
become self-organizing (and thus non-linear in character assuming Universe
as an open and willingly evolving system, behaving alike weather).

As discussed in the Part 1, the self-organization approach is well known in
chemistry for cross-reactions [44-47] where reactants pass between inherent
reactions to form a closed loop (Zhabotinsky-Belousov chemical reactions or
a computer simulation of self-organization known as Brusselator), cf previous
Part 1. Such system has two states, sterile environment of sub-critical reaction
and fertile environment of super-critical reaction. The latter can provide
localized dissipative structures (e.g., wave′s packet of hypothetical units) put
to use in the speculative reaction-diffusion model of the self-organization of
Universe. They may be hypothetically called ′etherons′, hypothetically
assumed particles like ′infons′ or (in the earlier bosons string theory)
′tachyons′ or more true (M-theory seeking) ′gravitons′. As a result we might
even explain the red shift of light not on the traditional basis of planetary
objects speeding away but by the phenomena called ′tired′ light that looses
part of its energy (that ′gen′ energy that can be accounted for the discrepancy
in relatively higher illumination of a red giant). It is interesting that even Tesla
in his theory of electricity proposed existence of such stationary waves in a
compressed ether. In general, we should keep in mind that such a kind of self-
organization property is familiar and next to our thermochemical sense even
though it yet sounds superstition. There, however, are serious scientific proves
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of self-organization that were thoughtfully demonstrated as early as in the
seventies century and are known as Raleigh-Bernard hydrodynamic self-
organized instabilities due to already mentioned web processes of mass and
heat transfer (cf Part 1. [30]). This phenomenon is particularly important in
our terrestrial conditions of gravity force that drives density to move along
gradients (based on convection) usually displaying conduction versus
convection critical point (cf. above mentioned Bernard’s instability).
Therefore, non-linearity, both in the greater scale of environment or smaller
case of reactions, appears as a basic execution procedure made acquainted by
our imminent Universe and it can be understood as a kind of auto-catalytic
process where the product self-catalyze itself by positive feedback
(morfogenese, gastrulation, vortices). Its theory was introduced, in more
details, by British decoder specialists Turing (1950s) [48] when he was
analyzing the symmetry breaking of growing embryo as well as other
interesting aspect of self-organization. More details as well as other
fascinating spheres of such novelty activated for holding self-acting systems
lies, unfortunately, beyond the capacity of this text which is not even giving
an exhausting answer to what extent is heat a source of order or disorder.

Although we tried to start at the text-book level of traditional thermo-statics
[5,49], pointing out the development of non-equilibrium [25-27] and rational
[50,51] thermo-dynamics we still could not get accross even the basic aspects
of chaos [52-56], the domain most responsible for the current progress of our
understanding the nature. Likewise this assay may be seen to be written
somehow chaotically. This way, however, can be quite inborn while depicting
particularity of how we can ′self-organize′, which, in fact, is a part of any story
dealing with a broader portrayal of disorder [52-56].

5. Conclusion - where we are going?

There follows a concluding question if such (and if any of) a complex
system can ever have enough power to understand itself?  Our brains contain
about 1014 synapses, or in modern jargon, 10 millions megabytes of
information and all of them interacting. The brain complexity is sometimes
taken commensurable with the extent of Universe. Can the human mind
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understand with any completeness something as complex as itself or is it
essentially impossible for any such complex system to do it? Can we ever
recognize the mathematical beauty of a final theory based on super-
symmetries and if yes and if the Universe can be adequately described by five
yet existing super string theories, which is most suitable? Thus we can ask
(Witten) who would live in the rest four equally well-described Universes?
Are we to plan what changes in humans will take place and then carry them
out over relatively short periods of time neglecting the long lasting experience
of nature in its gradual evolution? Who is to determine which ways are
allowed or be justifiable? How far do we dare threaten Nature ′s more random
evolutionary process in the future development of humans (cloning)? We
surely will search for some sense of  ′doing good′ in the way of human’s
enrichment, however, that may be difficult to be precisely defined? Some of
our goals will be like those of the past - encouraged by human curiosity, and
interest in exploitation and enough coherent action on the part of some
fraction of our population that knowledge and capability to modify our cir-
cumstances will continue to grow. Consequent increase in human abilities to
manipulate our universe and the nature of human life itself presents us with
increasingly big decision that will necessarily be based partly on knowledge
and partly on other, yet unknown things. In ecological and environmental
areas we must decide how much to compromise the immediate use of
resources in order to protect ourselves and to what extent do parts of our Earth
(and even Universe) have intrinsic values that are comparable to those of
humans. We have to deal with carefulness, appreciation, understanding and
affliction of yet intimidated heat. Our Sun has another few billion years of
much the same benevolent heat support for us providing thus free energy
sources to make possible our survival leaving much space to think about it
most seriously even accounting on certain prophesy.

*
*     *

Analogously to the preceding part 1, the part 2 of the article also belongs
to a condensed part of my newly written book ĂHeat, Temperature, Science
and Societyñ, which is in the course of preparation for the year 2003. The text
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was written in a compressed form and in a more popular way. It is also based
on my recent experience with university courses directed to the novel program
of cross-disciplinary education brought about under the project GA CR No
401/02/0579 and the attempts to create a novel form of generalized education
in this interdisciplinary area. The associated theme is the extension of our
long lasting research directed to the study of non-equilibrium processes
(related also to the projects No 522/01/1399 and GA CR, A 4010101 GA AV
CR and 23000009 MSM). The author expresses his gratefulness to the journal
Editor-in-chief, Prof. Zivan Zivkovic, and to the Technical editor, Dr. Dragana
Zivkovic, (both from the Technical Faculty in Bor of Beograd University) for
their kind scientific and technical assistance and mutual regard.
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